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OUTA SPACEOUTA SPACEOUTA SPACEOUTA SPACE    
NEWSLETTER 

ROTARY E-CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA ONE 

www.rotaryeclubsa.org             PBO 930039682 

Please remember that it is the 

responsibility of each Rotarian 

to introduce prospective 

Rotarians. 

Rotarians should always be on 

the lookout for suitable 

projects that would be suitable 

for our E-Club to undertake. 

 
FEBRUARY IS WORLD UNDER-

STANDING MONTH IN ROTARY. 
 

The anniversary of the first Rotary Club 

meeting, 23 February, is observed as 

World Understanding and Peace Day. 

On that day each Club should give 

special recognition and emphasis to 

Rotary’s commitment to international 

understanding, friendship and peace. 

It may not always be practical for 

clubs to do something on 23rd February 

– this year, as an example, the 23rd is a 

Sunday and we have not been too 

successful with Sunday activities in the 

past. 

 

A year ago our Club held successful 

Peace Forums at 2 primary schools in 

the Durban area.  

 

At this stage, nothing specific has 

been planned for this year by our club. 

 

A few days ago I joined the Rotarian 

Action Group for Peace. It was 

established early in 2013 and it is very 

interesting to read about the many 

Peace initiatives of Rotary. Read more 

about this on pages 6,7,8 & 13. 

 

Maybe you would consider joining 

 

 

 

this Rotarian Action Group.  

 

Peace means so many different things 

to people – it is certainly NOT just the 

absence of war. 

 

This month would also be a reminder 

that on 12th February last year our Club 

sponsored the Charter of an EarlyAct 

club at Ekuthuleni Primary School and 

that we considered doing the same at 

Addington Primary School. Speaking of 

EarlyAct Clubs, we have 2 in the 

pipeline, BUT until the paperwork is 

done we are unable to proceed with 

their charter. As they say, the job is 

never done until the paperwork is 

done so the Rotarians who need to 

get this done should make a plan to 

get things done soon. 

 

Our Rotarian membership in our Club 

continues to hover around 30. Just as 

there are requirements for an Effective 

Rotary Club, there are also 

requirements for an EFFECTIVE 

ROTARIAN. Are you one?  

      

Have FunHave FunHave FunHave Fun 

Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen Gerald Sieberhagen ----    EditorEditorEditorEditor    
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 BIRTHDAYS 
FEBRUARY 

13th - Sandra Maistry 

15th – Rensie Cloete 

18th – Derek Houston 

19th – Linda Watts 

27th – Sue Sieberhagen  

ANNIVERSARIES 
FEBRUARY 

5th – Patrick & Rene Andries 

10th – Johnny & Gillian Stark 

14th – Bob & Anita Kistnasamy  

12th – EarlyAct Club of Ekuthuleni PS - First    

         Anniversary 

DATES TO DIARISE 

2014 

7th & 8th March – [POETS] President Elect, 

Officers, Treasurers and Secretaries Training 

seminar. 7th is for PE only and 8th includes 

Treasurers & Secretaries and Directors of 

various Service Avenues. 

Venue: Mount Edgecombe Country Club. 

Details to be advised  
 

2nd to 4th April – Rotary Family Health Days 

(RFHD’s) 
 

13th to 19th July  

8th WORLD ROTARY CRICKET FESTIVAL in 

NOTTINGHAM UK. SA will combine with New 

Zealand to form a team as neither was able to 

raise a full team and we will have some 

Greeks to bolster our team as well. 
 

21ST SEPTEMBER 

TOPICS OF THE WEEK ROSTER FOR JAN/FEB 

10th February – Kudzai Mqingwana 

17th February – Les Hutton 

24th February – Rob Lindegger  

Please remember to let President Irene 

Kotze have your TOPIC of the Week by, at 
least, the preceding Thursday. If you are 

unable to fulfil this duty, please advise the 

President timeously. 
 

GoToMeeting – 20h00 to 21h00 – Feb 

10th Feb – Foundation/International –   

                 David Tilling  

24th Feb – Literacy Promotion – Nareshini  

                 Ranganthan & Sambulo Khalala 

EVENTS AND PROJECTS 
 

11th to 14th April – District 9370 Conference  

                              On board MSC Opera  

Three of our members will be ON BOARD. 

PLEASE remember to sell your raffle tickets 

and liaise with Janet Rouillard regarding 

the money collected and the ticket stubs 

DEADLINE DATE – 6TH MARCH 2014. Well 

done to the 5½ members who have 

already sold their tickets. 
 

oOo 
 

ROTARY FAMILY HEALTH DAYS 2-4 APRIL 

President Irene, who is on the District 

Committee for this project has been hard 

at work obtaining information from 

participating Clubs in the District 

regarding sizes and numbers of bibs 

required. Hope we will have a good 

turnout of members from our E-Club 

during this event.  
 

oOo 
 

Pat Draper is making good progress with 

the Vegetable Growing Units – See page 

10 for photos of one of these VGU’s. 
 

oOo 
 

Our Exchange Student, Quique Gonzales, 

has moved to his third host parents, Angie 

& Trevor Mitchell. Quique’s contact 

details are: Cell No 0791194941 and his 

email address is kikitoge95@hotmail.com 

Please include him in your appropriate 

activities – Angie’s contact details are: 

0315647068. Quique has just 6 months of 

his exchange left – please get to know 

him and share your cultures and activities 

with him. 
 

oOo 
 

A Rotary Foundation Benefactor is someone 

who informs The Rotary Foundation in writing 

that he or she has made a provision in his/her 

estate plans for The Rotary Foundation or by 

making an outright gift of US$1,000 or more to 

the Permanent Fund.  Benefactor recognition 

consists of a certificate and insignia to be 
worn with a Rotary pin. 
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PRESIDENT IRENE’S PAGE 

 

Dear Fellow Rotarians  

 

Your President is off to Australia for 

one month. An SOS from my daughter 

that she needs the help of Granny, (to 

give her the time to put together a 

Masters Course for Accountants run 

by the University of Perth) so how 

could I resist this call. So Granny is 

exchanging Rotary duties for granny 

duties and household chores. BUT 

there will be time for Rotary and one 

of the items high on my list is to make 

contact with the E-Clubs in Australia. 

There are a number of them and 

quite a few meet on the Internet once 

a week. Once my laptop is linked into 

the Aussie network I hope to invite 

myself to their meetings. LIVE AND 

LEARN might not be a Rotary Slogan, 

but it works for me, and hopefully I will 

come back with new ideas for our E-

Club – or they might learn from us and 

what we have achieved during the 

short life span since our charter.  
 

I will also try to attend the meetings of 

the ‘terra’ Rotary Clubs of Perth and 

forge some new friendships and who 

knows what can come of that.  
 

 

International relationships have served 

Rotary Clubs well over the years and 

combined projects can only 

strengthen our mutual aim to help our 

numerous communities and make a 

small difference to many who deserve 

to be looked after. 
 

I am sorry to leave our PILOT PROJECT 

(growing vegetables on my veranda 

in a growing unit that our member, 

Pat Draper. has designed.) for the 

next 4 weeks, but I am sure my friend 

Dorah will look after it well. Our Editor 

will have the pictures and some 

explanations in this edition. 
 

When you read this issue of OUTA 

SPACE, I will be miles away from you 

all but still connected; yes by our 

GoToMeeting sessions, 2AM in the 

morning in Perth, GRRRRR (I won’t put 

on the webcam, you don’t want to 

see the granny with rollers in the 

hair!!!) but the voice will be there, and 

I do hope that at our next sessions we 

will have a number of members 

joining the fellowship interaction on 

GoToMeeting. Yes I know, it is an effort 

to leave the comfy chair, boot up the 

computer and remember how to get 

to GTM. But being so far away from 

you, it would be nice to hear your 

voices, kind of like being at home.  
 

Warmest Regards from your Travelling 

President     

IreneIreneIreneIrene    

Seems like visiting this family is going 

to be really wonderful – just what 

President Irene needs before POETS in 

March, the RFHD’s early in April and a 

new Rotary year. Which reminds me; 

how many of you contacted President 

Elect Irene and volunteered to Chair 

one of the Avenues of Service next 

year? Ed   
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Whenever one of our OUT-OF-TOWNERS comes to Durban we make a special effort to 

have a Face-To-Face [F2F]. On 23rd February we got together at St James on Venice, 100 

Venice Rd, a delightful boutique hotel which is owned by our new member Patrick Kleu. 

This was also an opportunity for President Irene to formally induct Patrick Kleu who stays in 

Switzerland. 

Patrick arranged for a sumptuous array of snacks which was enjoyed around a table set in 

the garden – reminded one a bit of a Greek taverna – of course they are always 

guaranteed a rain-free night during their tourist season and we were lucky to have very 

good weather on the 23rd. 

In the pictures on the right are from top: Suzanne Edmunds, Paul Maistry and Ailsa Kaminski; 

then Irene Kotze, Patrick Kleu and Pat & Beryl Draper followed by Les & Shirley Hutton, 

Jeneth van Leeuwen and Angie Mitchell. Janet Rouillard, David Tilling & Gerald 

Sieberhagen did not manage to attract the photographer’s attention. Jeff Watts, Patrick’s 

proposer lamented that he was unable to be there but if he looks closely he will see that 

we have included portion of the door of the room that he stayed in previously.  

A most enjoyable and relaxed evening was had by all and we could well consider this 

venue for future E-Club of South Africa One events such as the President’s Induction or our 

year-end function.    
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GoToMeeting 
Our scheduled GoToMeetings are always listed on Page 2 of OUTA SPACE. 

Members are invited to join the meeting by means of an email that is sent out 

in the week before the meeting – the message includes the Meeting ID 

number. There will invariably be an attachment entitled 

GoToMeetingAttendeeQuickRefGuide which you are encouraged to read 

before attending a GTM. The GTM on 27th January centered around Rotary 

and Peace and most of what was discussed is contained somewhere in this 

edition of OUTA SPACE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

oOo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

oOo 

 

 

 

 
 

oOo 

 

HOW TRUE IT IS  

There was a time not long ago when life was quite a blast. 

Now I fully understand about 'Living in the Past.'  

We used to go to friends homes, rugby games and lunches. 

Now we go to therapy, to hospitals, and after-funeral brunches. 

We used to have hangovers, from parties that were gay.  

Now we suffer body aches and sleep the night away.  

We used to go out dining, and couldn't get our fill.  

Now we ask for doggie bags, come home and take a pill. 

That, my friend is how life is, and now my tale is told.  

So, enjoy each day and live it up... Before you're too darn old! 

GoToMeeting Members Roll-Call – 2014 

Irene Kotze, Pat Draper, John Fannin, Gerald Sieberhagen, PJ 

Cloete, Arlene Arnold, Angie Mitchell, Keith Kirton          21.6% 

TOPIC of the Week – Roll-Call – 2014 

Jeff Watts, Suzanne Edmunds, Gareth Morgan, Jeneth van 

Leeuwen, Keith Kirton, Gerald Sieberhagen, John Fannin, Irene 

Kotze, David Tilling, Janet Rouillard, Rob Lindegger, Patrick An-

dries, Angie Mitchell, Patrick Kleu                                      37.8%      

 

Want to check what Jeff Watts is up to? Go to www.lifefromsolar.com 
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Rotarian Action Group for Peace established - 2013 

We are happy to announce that under the leadership of Al Jubitz 

and Erin Thomas from the War Prevention Initiative Core Team, the 

newly founded Rotarian Action Group for Peace launched its 

comprehensive web portal at 

http:www.//rotarianactiongroupforpeace.org. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Rotarian Action Group for Peace is an action-driven group of 

Rotarians, Rotarians’ spouses and Rotaractors working together for the 

purpose of advancing peace and preventing wars throughout the world. 

The Rotarian Action Group for Peace provides an official entity that empowers 

and supports the peace work of Rotarians by offering structure, guidance and 

resources to further their peace efforts. Rotary already has a strong 

commitment to peace, and our organization will forge a path for existing 

Rotary peace programs, such as the Rotary Peace Fellows, to become 

involved directly with Rotarians. 

Currently the Rotarian Action Group for Peace is funded by the War 

Prevention Initiative by the Jubitz Family Foundation.  

Al Jubitz is the Founding Chair,  

Erin Thomas is the Program Manager 
 

 Ready to Join? 
Join the Rotarian Action Group for Peace and start receiving newsletters 

and other member benefits. Simply go to the link shown above and JOIN 

TODAY!!  

Quick Facts 
World peace means more than ending wars: It also means safety for 

everyone, including society's most vulnerable members. 
 

STILL NOT SURE? 

On the next couple of pages we have copied some extracts 

from the Rotarian Action Group for Peace website where you 

will see the various activities and achievements of the Group. 

If we are serious in our ideals of striving for peace then we 

should all be doing something that will bring us nearer to our 

goals of WORLD PEACE.                 See also article on page 13 
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Rotarian Action Group for Peace  
Our Mission 
Serve as a resource to Rotarians, Rotary clubs and districts by supporting the 

peace work of Rotarians worldwide. 

Leadership for Peace 
The worldwide interest in building a Rotarian peace coalition is significant and 

always growing. The need for a vehicle to provide centralized resources to 

Rotarians to plan and implement large-scale, community development and 

humanitarian service projects in the areas of war prevention, peace building, 

peacekeeping and peacemaking is apparent. And the international peace 

system is continually strengthening. The time is right for further Rotarian 

leadership and involvement on peace issues. 

Globally, every community has work to do in advancing world 

understanding, tolerance, empathy, goodwill and peace. Join our results-

focused network to gain powerful ideas, in-depth knowledge and direct 

means for action that align with the Rotary mission and strategic plan. 

Together, we can be a major factor wherever policies affecting peace are 

being discussed and made. 

Our commitment 
The Rotarian Action Group for Peace is committed to providing the tools for 

our members to pursue and act on their passion for peace. We offer 

resources that provide knowledge, ideas, networks and support for 

advancing world peace and understanding. 

Using your donations wisely 
Rotarian Action Group for Peace membership contributions will be used to 

funds peace projects, develop education and training materials and 

increase our worldwide network of Rotarians and Rotaractors with global 

partners representing all sectors of society. 

We need your participation to be successful. Join the Rotarian Action Group 

for Peace today! 

OUR CORE VALUES 
Non-violence – We promote strategic and principled non-violent solutions 

over any kind of armed conflict. 

Empathy – We view social problems through the eyes of others and 

respectfully communicate with each other in the pursuit of mutual 

understanding. 

Planetary loyalty – We consider ourselves global citizens, living in harmony 

with humanity and nature. 

Moral imagination* – We strive for a moral perception of the world in that we: 

(1) imagine people in a web of relationships including their enemies;  

(2) foster the understanding of others as an opportunity rather than a threat; 

(3) pursue the creative process as the wellspring that feeds the building of 

peace; and (4) risk stepping into the unknown landscape beyond violence. 
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ROTARIAN ACTION GROUP FOR PEACE 
AREAS OF FOCUS 

� We support the development of effective strategies to convince 

Americans that the United States should not promote war, militarism or 

weapons proliferation, but rather embrace conflict resolution practices 

that have been shown to prevent, shorten, and eliminate war as viable 

alternatives to local, regional and global conflicts. 

� We support Rotary International’s focus on peace by aiding the 

Rotarian Action Group for Peace with human, logistical and content-

related resources. 

� We systematically inform and educate about the global peace system. 

� We convene national and international experts to engage in ongoing 

constructive dialog on war prevention issues via our Parkdale Peace 

Gatherings. 

� We employ the framework of multi-track-diplomacy in our search for 

peace building opportunities. 

� We engage peace professionals and peace scientists to further our 

understanding of peace building. 

� We support the peace community and the broader public by sharing 

information and resources. 

UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS 
� Non violence is more effective than violence. 

� A global peace system is evolving. 

� Poverty, employment, energy, education, the environment and other 

social and natural factors are interconnected in peace building. 

� Peace Science and Peace Education provide the path to a more just 

and peaceful world. 

*This concept was developed by peace and conflict studies scholar and 

practitioner John Paul Lederach in his book "The Moral Imagination. The Art 

and Soul of Building Peace". 
 

 

 

Editor’s Note 

Perhaps our E-Club should aim to do something involving Peace around 

the International Day of Peace date. I am aware that Addington Primary 

School are keen to do something again and our New Member, Arlene 

Arnold may be able to do something with the Lighthouse Community 

Centre in Mooi River……….. 

September 21st International Day of Peace   
The Rotarian Action Group for Peace encourages all members to 

participate in the International Day of peace every year on September 21. 

Find out what others are doing and how you can be involved. 
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INVITATION TO A 

POTENTIAL ROTARY 

LEADERS’ SEMINAR 

 

 

 

 

PRLS 
In Pinetown, Durban on 22 March 2014 

Rotary International District 9370 

PRLS 

Ensuring future leadership for the Rotary Clubs in District 9370 

Background 
There appears to be a shortage of Rotarians willing to step into Club and District leadership 

positions, possibly because the roles appear somewhat daunting and little preparation is provided 

on top of already busy workloads.  Leadership training is seen as one way to lighten this load.  

Formal instruction in leadership skills is not widely available in most of the workplaces in which the 

majority of our Rotarians perform.  The PRLS sessions were designed in D5240 (California) to meet 

similar needs. 

The Instructors 
Most of the instructors are experienced trainers or skilled in their topic.  Their broad business and 

professional backgrounds make them particularly suited to the challenge of presenting their special 

information. 

The first course is known as Basic PRLS. 

Basic PRLS Curriculum 
The Basic PRLS programme includes instruction over five courses: 

Communications 

Basic Leadership Principles 

Leading an Effective meeting 

Basic Public Speaking 

Rotary, Your Club and You 

The Goal of PRLS is to provide a set of training sessions in which current and future Rotary leaders 

can learn to be more effective in their leadership roles.  The programme has been designed to 

encourage those who are comfortable with a leadership position.  Furthermore, most of the subject 

matter is deliberately designed to be generic, not just Rotary-specific. 

PRLS is not designed to teach leaders everything there is to know about the leadership role.  Rather, 

it provides useful guidelines to enhance existing skills and encourages participants to seek out other 

sources of information which will, in turn, prepare them even better to carry out their leadership 

roles with greater charisma and effectiveness. 

 

 

 
For the Durbanites – If any of you wish to attend this seminar please advise 

either Irene Kotze or Gerald Sieberhagen, who will provide you with a 

Registration Form. Deadline for registration is 7th March. 
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SCENE FROM A JAMES BOND MOVIE or 

PAT’S VEGETABLE GROWING UNIT? 

This is the Vegetable Growing Unit [VGU] 

that President Irene Kotze referred to on 

page 3. Pat Draper started assembling it 

on 23rd and completed the job on 24th. 

The first seedlings were then placed in 

their holes and the water, nutrients and 

oxygen started circulating. Less than 

one week later the spinach was ready to 

be harvested. We will hear more about 

this VGU in the weeks to come as Pat 

studies the ‘pilots’ and perfects the 
model. 
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This donation was made possible through the efforts of Sešego Cares.  [www.sesegocares.org.za] 

Sešego Cares is a South African registered Section 21 Company that was established in 2005 by the 

partners of Senior executives to make a sustainable difference in the lives of vulnerable people in 

Southern Africa. The ethos of Sešego Cares is hinged on the spirit of ubuntu (see Nelson Mandela talk 

about Ubuntu) to bring together people willing to offer their time, skills and donations to help various 

socially significant projects in communities across Southern Africa. In this instance we are most grateful to 

Rtn Annemarie Mostert, CEO of Sešego Cares, for her assistance in facilitating this donation. 

 

EKUTHULENI PRIMARY SCHOOL pupils show their 

jubilation when they each received a new pair of 

Tom’s shoes at the start of the 2014 school year.  
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And so we bring down the curtain on 

another successful East Coast Radio 

Toy Story Project. Rotary E-Club of 

South Africa One, as facilitators, wish 

to thank all the members of the Rotary 

Clubs as well as all the NGO’s who 

distributed the NEW toys. 

And what would we do without East 

Coast Radio and especially Anusha 

Timul. THANK YOU! THANK YOU! 

 

Rene Pheasant sent 

us these photos of 

the handover of Toys 

in the deep rural 

areas down South. 

Rene always ensures 

that ECR and Rotary 

signage is prominent 

at the handover of 

toys so that the 

beneficiaries are 

aware of our 
involvement.  

EAST COAST RADIO TOY STORY – 2013 
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 DONATION FOR CATO CREST SEWING GROUP 

More about.. 

The Rotarian Action Group for Peace 
Thank you Peacemaker 
Welcome to The Rotarian Action Group for Peace, a unique organization with 

talented and passionate members who provide humanitarian service to make 

peace, build peace and keep peace. We are devoted to working together for 

the purpose of advancing peace and preventing conflict by supporting 

peace initiatives within the Rotary world and beyond. We are a member driven 

group with a passion for PEACE. 

As a member of the Rotarian Action Group for Peace, you will receive 

information on our website and via e-mail about inspirational peace efforts, 

educational opportunities and peace service projects. 

We also offer a few suggestions that require little time but can make a big 

impact: 

• Visit us on Facebook and engage in meaningful discussions. 

• Share the Rotarian Action Group for Peace website with fellow Rotarians, 

as well as on your Twitter and Facebook page. 

• Educate! Most people don’t know how easy it is to change to habits that 

foster peace. As people become more aware of the small and large 

ways their actions impact their communities, they become more serious 

about putting an end to violence―and you can help them put their 

compassion into action. 

Advancing world peace through Rotary would not be possible without YOU 

and the rest of our members, and we are glad to have you as part of our 

network. Please remember to take a moment and set your email preferences 

to ensure we send the communications that matter most to you. Thank you for 

your support! 

 

President Irene Kotze’s friend, Dorah 

Khoza, helped to sort second hand 

clothing and several bags of material 

received from a donor, Paula Hand. All 

these items were donated to the CATO 

CREST SEWING GROUP. The second-hand 

clothing will be sold, at a minimal charge, 

to the various communities in and around 

Cato Manor and the funds will be used to 

purchase badly needed new scissors, 

specially required by the sewing group. All 

the material will be turned into garments 

for use by the group and their family 

members and also to be sold to give 

these unemployed ladies a little income. 

Maureen Stacy, the driving force behind 

this sewing group, was delighted to 

receive this donation.      
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9 Things That Will Disappear In Our Lifetimes.  
Whether these changes are good or bad depends in part on how we adapt to them. But, ready or not, here 

they come. 

1. The Post Office Get ready to imagine a world without the post office. They are so deeply in financial trouble 

that there is probably no way to sustain it long term. Email, Fastway, Fed Ex, and UPS have just about wiped 

out the minimum revenue needed to keep the post office alive. Most of your everyday mail is junk mail and 

bills. 

2. The Cheque Britain is already laying the groundwork to do away with cheques by 2018. It costs the financial 

system billions of dollars a year to process cheques. Plastic cards and online transactions will lead to the 

eventual demise of the cheque. This plays right into the death of the post office. If you never paid your bills by 

mail and never received them by mail, the post office would absolutely go out of business. 

3. The Newspaper The younger generation simply doesn't read the newspaper. They certainly don't subscribe 

to a daily delivered print edition. That may go the way of the milkman, butcher, baker and fruit and veg man. 

As for reading the paper online, get ready to pay for it. The rise in mobile Internet devices and e-readers has 

caused all the newspaper and magazine publishers to form an alliance. They have met with Apple, Amazon, 

and the major cell phone companies to develop a model for paid subscription services. 

4. The Book You say you will never give up the physical book that you hold in your hand and turn the literal 

pages. Many said the same thing about downloading music from iTunes because they wanted hard copy CD. 

When they discovered they get albums for half the price without ever leaving home to get the latest music 

they changed their minds. The same thing will happen with books. You can browse a bookstore online and 

even read a preview chapter before you buy. And the price is less than half that of a real book. Just think of 

the convenience! Once you start flicking your fingers on the screen instead of the book, you find that you are 

lost in the story, can't wait to see what happens next, and you forget that you're holding a gadget instead of a 

book. 

5. The Land Line Telephone Unless you have a large family and make a lot of local calls, you don't need it 

anymore. Most people keep it simply because they've always had it. But you are paying double charges for 

that extra service. All the cell phone companies will let you call customers using the same cell provider for no 

charge against your minutes  

6. Music This is one of the saddest parts of the change story. The music industry is dying a slow death. Not just 

because of illegal downloading. It's the lack of innovative new music being given a chance to get to the 

people who would like to hear it. Greed and corruption is the problem. The record labels and the radio 

conglomerates are simply self-destructing. Over 40% of the music purchased today is "catalogue items," 

meaning traditional music that the public is familiar with. Older established artists. This is also true on the live 

concert circuit. To explore this fascinating and disturbing topic further, check out the book, "Appetite for Self-

Destruction" by Steve Knopper, and the video documentary, "Before the Music Dies."  

7. Television Revenues to the networks are down dramatically. Not just because of the economy. Many 

people are watching TV and movies streamed from their computers. And they're playing games and doing 

lots of other things that take up the time that used to be spent watching TV. Prime time shows have 

degenerated down to lower than the lowest common denominator. Cable rates are skyrocketing and 

commercials run about every 4 minutes and 30 seconds. It's time for the cable companies to be put out of our 

misery. People will choose what they want to watch online and through Netflix. 

8. The "Things" That You Own Many of the very possessions that we used to own are still in our lives, but we 

may not actually own them in the future. They may simply reside in "the cloud." Today your computer has a 

hard drive and you store your pictures, music, movies, and documents. Your software is on a CD or DVD, and 

you can always re-install it if need be. But all of that is changing. Apple, Microsoft, and Google are all 

finishing up their latest "cloud services." That means that when you turn on a computer, the Internet will be 

built into the operating system. So, Windows, Google, and the Mac OS will be tied straight into the Internet. If 

you click an icon, it will open something in the Internet cloud. If you save something, it will be saved to the 

cloud. And you may pay a monthly subscription fee to the cloud provider. In this virtual world, you can 

access your music or your books, or your whatever from any laptop or handheld device. That's the good 

news. But, will you actually own any of this "stuff" or will it all be able to disappear at any moment in a big 

"Poof?" Will most of the things in our lives be disposable and whimsical? It makes you want to run to the 

cupboard and pull out that photo album, grab a book from the shelf, or open up a CD case and pull out the 

insert. 

9. Privacy If there ever was a concept that we can look back on nostalgically, it would be privacy. That's 

gone. It's been gone for a long time anyway. There are cameras on the street, in most of the buildings, and 

even built into your computer and cell phone. But you can be sure that 24/7, "They" know who you are and 

where you are, right down to the GPS coordinates, and the Google Street View. If you buy something, your 

habit is put into a zillion profiles, and your ads will change to reflect those habits. "They" will try to get you to 

buy something else. Again and again.  

All we will have left that can't be changed are "Memories". 

And then probably Alzheimer's will take that away from you too! 

"Life is not the way it's supposed to be.. It's the way it is..  

The way we cope with it, is what makes the difference. 

And now we are once again OUTA SPACEAnd now we are once again OUTA SPACEAnd now we are once again OUTA SPACEAnd now we are once again OUTA SPACE    


